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 There would hardly be a vineyard, farm, vegetable and fruit fields etc... Which doesn’t suffer losses to birds? A large number of horticul-
tural businesses suffer significant bird damage. Cherries, apple fruits, nuts, citrus, olives, berries, mangoes, lychees….the list seems end-
less. Tree crops as a rule are the hardest agricultural crop to protect from birds because of their physical size. A 30 foot high nut tree can 
have birds attacking above and below the canopy, same goes for cherries, apples and the like.  
 
Highly prized crops like cherries and lychees for instance, require more protection than most other tree crops due to birds great fondness 
of them. In some cases where trees are large, protective sound may need to be directed both above and below the canopy to keep birds 
off and out of the trees. For many farmers, throw-over netting, as a method of crop protection, is economically unfeasible and canopy 
netting is even more expensive.  
 
In general netting is extremely expensive, both to buy and maintain and also to put up and take off again. Nets are often ineffective 
against some birds, spray coverage is also adversely affected by nets. Restricted airflow due to nets may contribute to higher incidence of 
disease. Electronic bird control has come a long way in the last ten years and results are very impressive.  
 
Virtually all commercially significant pest bird species can now be effectively controlled with the newest high tech ATLANTS models at 
a fraction of the cost of netting and other systems without the huge labor., results and effectiveness of crop protection by ATLANTS are 
not in question. 
 
Suitable for：Paddyfield, vegetable and fruit fields, crops like rice, vegetables, cereals, watermelon etc. 
 
Help to fight against pigeons, starlings, sparrows, gulls, woodpeckers, crows, blackbirds, grackles, cormorants, ravens and many other 
pest birds thanks to the triple system 
 
It is a unique solar powered bird repeller; just put the repeller under sunshine for charging the system. With led lights indicating charging 
status. It can provide four functions selectable by user: 
 
TRIPLE SONIC SYSTEM 
1. Eagle’s sound: Utilize nature as a powerful defense against pesky and unwanted birds. Precision engineered to mimic the predatory 

sounds of Eagle, SUN-SONIC 800 scares pests off your property. Sea gulls, crows, blackbirds, pigeons and even some common ro-
dents will all flee 

2. Gun’s shoot sound Powerful shoot gun sound capable to scare most of pest birds, automatic and free of maintenance. 
3. Firecracker’s sound: Finally a firecracker sound will grant that any bird will leave the area 
4. Off for turning off 

 
During day time , when switched 1-3，the unit is put in standby , 
emitting automatically chosen sound every 2 minutes.  Thank to 
built-in light sensor, the system is automatically stopped during 
night hours and work automatically again when sun shine again. 
With great autonomy, it can work during 4 rainy/cloudy days.  
Technical Parameters: Solar panel：9V/150mA, monocrystalline 
silicon. Sound waves：100dB. Frequency：12KHZ  . Covered 
area：500-800M2 . Battery：Maintenance free lead-acid battery, 
6V/4AH. Optional : Dc adaptor. Packing: 1pcs in one box, 8 PCS 
in one master carton box. box size：25*23*23cm . carton 

SOLAR POWERED 


